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COURSE INFORMATION SHEET

Emotional Detox

Course Title

March 11th & 18th

Start Date
End date
Tutor names

Length of sessions

2017

10am-4pm

Dr. Michael J. Meredith is a mindfulness coach, physiologist, &
professional stress management & wellbeing coach:
www.stress-counselling.co.uk/ADMIN/mikemeredith.htm

Keith Barrett is a musician and experienced cathartic release facilitator
www.keith.sunflower-health.com

No. of weeks of
course
Concessionary Fee
Course Level:

Target Group

2 x Saturdays

Terms

Days

£52

Full Course Fee

£70

Mondays

Mixed ability
YES
Beginners
YES
Improvers
YES
Intermediate
YES
Advanced
YES
Any adult who wishes to improve their health & wellbeing and be
more resilient to stress and is open to new approaches. The
course includes some gentle movement-release exercises derived
from yoga and tai chi and there is an option to do stronger
cathartic-release exercises on day 2. If you have a mobility issue,
please discuss this with the tutor before booking.

PLEASE BRING PACKED LUNCH BOTH DAYS + Notebook & Pen
[Hot drinks provided]

Any skills or qualifications needed for entry into the class

Open mind, Willingness to take personal responsibility for feelings and wellbeing,
willingness to try new experiences. You will be required to complete a confidentiality
agreement to ensure the privacy of participants, plus a brief medical history form, so
that we can ensure that, if necessary, you are kept safe and supported in this course. In
some of the course exercises participants are given an opportunity to release bottledup emotions and frustrations if they wish, to, so please be aware that some expletives
may be uttered!

Course, including aims
How do you respond to the frustrations and irritations in your life and relationships?

Are you ever driven to explode into "over-the-top" self-damaging and relationshipdamaging outbursts of rage? Or do you "hold-in" your anger and thereby set yourself up for
high blood-pressure, heart attack or stroke? Or do you turn your misery, frustration and
anger inwards on yourself, leading to spells of depression?
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Do you turn to comfort-eating, social media, 'retail therapy', or other unhealthy or time-&money-wasting cravings/addictions to make yourself feel better when miserable or
frustrated?
Holding-in toxic emotions in bad for your health, yet letting it out unskilfully can damage
your relationships and self-esteem.
Uncontrolled outbursts of toxic emotions can so easily "shoot us in the foot", lower our
self-respect and undermine the respect that others have for us.
In this course you will practice simple techniques for becoming more aware of the toxic
emotions that you might be either holding-in, or "dumping on others" [by behaviour, body
language or voice] without realising it.
PLUS you will be given opportunities, in confidential, safe & supported conditions, to freely
release any bottled-up feelings and impulses you may be holding, PLUS reduce your
sensitivity to a specific emotional-trigger situation ["hot button"] that has been giving you
problems.
There will be opportunities to find, and to cut-off, the roots of any excessive or persistentlyexperienced toxic emotions, plus you will be introduced to new ways to SAFELY EXRESS [to
others] or SAFELY RELEASE [in private] your toxic emotions as and when they arise, so that
they do not become held in the mind as "mental turmoil" or in the body as tension,
negative body language, digestive problems, depressed, aggressive or hostile tone of voice
etc.
The biggest single obstacle to your Peace of Mind, Personal Effectiveness & Wellbeing is the
way you express [or deny or repress!] your toxic emotions.
The biggest single obstacle to your Peace of Mind, Personal Effectiveness & Wellbeing is the
way you express [or deny or repress!] your toxic emotions.
When toxic emotions are fully released we feel lighter, freer and more empowered to lead
a less frustrating and more fulfilling life - especially in these ways....
These unwanted emotions often get bottled-up ["pushed out of mind"] in the body, with
accumulating adverse effects on health, wellbeing, relationships and effective decisionmaking.
Toxic Emotions are the natural human biological response to the frustrations, pressures,
demands, setbacks and power-struggles of everyday living and working.
Denial, Distraction, Repression, or Unskilful Mis-handling of these natural energetic
reactions to life's stresses, can result in fatigue, misery, creative/productive blocks,
irritability, health problems, relationship problems, (self-) punitive behaviour, sleep
problems, anxiety, low self-confidence or even depression.
As a result, we can find ourselves repeatedly moaning and complaining, constantly
unhappy, constantly angry and frustrated, OR constantly avoiding situations, personally
unfulfilled OR dealing with our inner discomfort via CRAVINGS, ADDICTIONS or MINDLESS
activities.
These unwanted emotions often get bottled-up ["pushed out of mind"] in the body, with
accumulating adverse effects on health, wellbeing, relationships and effective decisionmaking.
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This is NOT a prescriptive course telling you how to live your life, or how to put on a
pretend act to mask the way you honestly feel! It is a guide to mind-sets, ways and tools for
living your life more fully and more authentically.
At the end of this course you will feel lighter, freer and more empowered to lead a less
frustrating and more fulfilling life in these ways…
a) More options in how to feel 'at home' in, and respond to, difficult situations;
b) Enhanced personal coping skills, sense of competence, effectiveness, resourcefulness, flexibility, calm,
confidence, ease and inner/outer strength;
c) Greater self-confidence, ease and effectiveness in expressing yourself in interpersonal interactions.

Teaching and learning methods used
Tutor presentations, class discussion & sharing, videos, self-awareness questionnaire,
practical exploration and emotional release/transformation exercises.
How progress and success will be recorded

Homework will be set - There will be simple diary of “upsetting incidents” to keep during
the week between the 2 course days plus some practical techniques to practice each
day. Tutor will evaluate learners progress informally throughout the course.

Additional Course Cost (e.g. visits, materials, books, equipment)
Materials required for first
class
Any further next steps

Notebook & pen. Wear loose-fitting clothes for gentle exercises
See tutor website: www.sunflower-health.com/workshops.htm
for related further courses.

Equalities statement
“The County Council operates an Equality of Opportunity Policy. We will ensure that resources and equipment
are accessible to all and make reasonable adjustments to ensure that all can access activities. If you have any
specific needs which might affect your learning you are entitled to a confidential interview where we can look
at the support you require. We believe that everyone is entitled to learn in an environment that is free from
discriminatory behaviour so that we build a learning community based on mutual respect and trust.”

BOOK ONLINE

www.parentpayshop.co.uk/schools/8734007/a
dulted-2016.html

Booking & Payment:
Swavesey Community Education 01954 234488
Email: community@swaveseyvc.co.uk
Tutor enquiries: Michael Meredith
www.sunflower-health.com/workshops.htm
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